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5. Illegal Thinking “Imperfect Details”
Manager: Brooke
V1 - It’s okay to be confused and it’s okay to have your ego bruised. I look 
different, and it’s fine. We look the same, but we didn’t try.

PC - Change your ways you don’t fit in. You’re not okay, stop being different. 
We don’t like this. You’re acting crazy, crazy.

C - I am not a perfect doll. I am breaking through a wall. Don’t change to be 
liked. It’s not a war, it’s just a fight.

V2 - Some people cover up their flaws, but I’m done following those laws. I’d 
rather be who I am than have a million fake friends.

V3 - Don’t judge what you don’t know. Secrets are held down below. We’re not 
perfect, but we are strong. We’re different, but we belong.

Chorus Repeats

V4 – Changer your ways, you don’t fit in. You’re not okay stop being different, 
we don’t like this. You’re acting crazy, crazy.

6. Banned from Mars “Dumb Teenage Girl”
Manager: Alex
V1 – Just a teenage girl, I think I’m cool and break the rules. I don’t care about 
the way I look but I sure wish I was smart. SOMETIMES I feel really lonely. I’m so 
different from the rest. I’m just so misunderstood. I feel like a pest.

C - Don’t wanna sit in a shelf. Just let me be myself. I’m different but I’m proud. 
LET ME OUT!

V2 - My brains’ in a bubble and despite my efforts it gets me in trouble. My dog 
is my best friend, I love him so. But his life’s about to end. I’m saying goodbye. 
So he can spread his wings and fly. All the other girls love their jewels but I just 
wanna make some food

B - (Call and response) YOU DON’T FIT IN, feels like I’ve been bitten. YOU DON’T 
BELONG, I have to stay strong. YOU NEED TO GET OUT, I stand out. YOU NEED 
TO MAN UP, I rise up.THEY PUT YOU IN DRESSES, but I make messes. YOU’RE SO 
NERDY, I get my hands dirty.

Chorus Repeats

GRAND FINALE – ALL CAMPERS

1. The Amazing Mythical Dragasis
“Thinking of the Amazing Animal Index”
Manager: Benny Intern: Naomi
V1 - I was walking in the forest when I saw a bright light. 
I ran to the light and i saw the top 10 mythical creatures…

Chorus - These are the top 10 mythical creatures: Dragon, Unicorn, Pegasus, Sphinx, 
Medusa, zombie, Big Foot, Yeti, Phoenix, Griffin

V2 - Once upon a time I was wondering in the jungle when I saw the box shaking and I 
walked up to it and saw… the top ten mythical creatures!

Chorus Repeats

V3 - The Gecko watches the lazy creature of the night. The creatures make strange 
noises till it’s light. The gecko himself is also very lazy. Of all the lizard types, he is the 
most crazy! He bites off wormheads! He knocks over plants! He tore up his earmuffs 
and ruined his concert plans!

C2 -These are the top Gunter the gecko facts: watches cats, knocks down plants, likes 
to climb, walks at dusk, yawns at dawn.

2. Where’s the Science in That “LGBTQuool”
Manager: Amelia Intern: Ruby L

V1 - I may be lesbian (gay, bi, trans, and queer). Why can’t the world just understand 
that that’s okay? That that’s okay?

Chorus: Lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans and queer or questioning. These are all totally 
perfect and cool. I mean what’s the problem? What’s the problem? What’s the 
problem?

V2 - I mean I - I don’t mean to fret. But all this stupid stuff is going to my head. They 
say “Blaise, Blaise what are you thinking?It’s not okay to be bi or lesbian or whoever 
you are”. Well I say, “WHY NOT?!”.

Chorus Repeats

B - Show your true colors! The colors of the rainbow! No one can stop us now! (2x)

Chorus Repeats

Fuzztones
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5. Thanks But No Thanks “Betrayal”
Band Manager: Cricket Intern: Audrey & Georgia
V1 - Betrayal is my middle name. I think about it every day. We used to be as close 
as an ocean, but now we’re drifting away.

V2 - So I just need one favor. Please don’t make me cry. Just want to solve this 
problem before we grow old and die.

V3 - I thought you said you needed space, but then you come back with that face. So 
I say “hey, are we ok?” and you say “yeah sure, we are great”.

V4 - Yeah, you ask me for another chance and I’m like “thanks, but no thanks”. Yeah 
you ask me for another chance, and im like “thanks, but no thanks”.

6. Thingz in the Dark “Wicked Light”
Manager: Everett Intern: Gemma

V1 - At first the candle is just a candle. Until it lights up and fire is lit. Just look 
around with the candle. You see the web, but look further into the dark and you will 
see the spiders themselves. Watch where you step you might get bit.

C - We are afraid of the dark because of what’s lurking inside. The candle light 
reveals things that are better left in the dark. The candle light reveals things that are 
better left in the dark.

V2 - The spider comes out of the dark. The monster comes out of the light and 
surrounds the humans. No one is safe, we’re all trapped like birds in a cage. 

Chorus Repeats

Intern Band – Paper Cut and the Boom Whacker Ochestra
“Bad Analogies”

Backbeats
1. Dare to Beat Power “Color Phases”
Manager: Mara
V1 - See colors with emotion. What are you feeling? It’s okay to be open 
with the emotions you’re concealing. There’s a feeling that is new, and 
you won’t let it show. Protecting your blue with your yellow.

C - I know you’re going through a phase. And I can see. But I can work this 
thing out. For you and for me. You don’t have to be alone. Please don’t 
you fear. Because your happy ending future is drawing near. In this 
colored phase (2x)

B - Red, blue, grey, black, show me the tears you’re holding back. Colors 
of the rainbow. Trapped inside your head. Do you regret the thing “that 
choo” said? What are you waiting for? Show me your colors.

V2 - I see these monsters clinging to the imposters imposing on silence. 
Shaking up all the quiet. There’s a feeling that is new, and you won't let it 
show. Protecting your blue with yellow.

2. The Sunflowers “Blooming”
Manager: Chitra
V1 - I wrote a song about you and maybe you’ll listen. I really don’t know 
how you feel, but I feel really bad. Maybe you should hear. I don’t 
understand why you did this. ‘Cause baby you’re the reason that I live, 
you’re the only one I trust, ‘cause I can talk to you. But really you don’t 
care. My mind goes faster than you think. My head just spins, I CAN’T 
LISTEN!

V2 - I don’t need you, I need space to bloom. I don't need you I need 
space to bloom. I don't need your twisted words, costumed as a gift. But 
if I am going to leave you, let me leave you with this:

V3 - Just hear me out, I really don’t know. Please talk to me, I really do 
care. Just understand me. Don’t look past my words, you mean the world 
to me because you shine so bright.
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3. Social Justice “Lighthouse”
Manager: Zoe
V1 - Let the llamas smile. Let the lemurs hand out for a while. Let the seas sing. 
Let everyone flash their diamond ring.

C - Cheetah stains in the white house. Need more money to run the lighthouse. 
Let immigrants in with open arms, let everyone breathe clean air for once.

V2 - Let everyone feast. Let everyone feast on yummy cheese. Let the cheetah 
be impeached and replaced by a peach.

Chorus Repeats

V3 - Let everyone speak. No matter their ability. Let everyone speak no matter 
race, gender, or sexuality.

Chorus Repeats

4. Infrastructure “Leave Me Alone”
Manager: Mic
V1 - You just were too busy to care. You acted like you didn’t even know me. 
From that point it just got worse and you didn’t even notice it happening. You 
have your problems, who am I to solve ‘em? I was scared and you didn’t care. 
That’s kind of the end of the story.

C - Leave me alone. Leave me be. Leave me alone. Let me be. But i can make it 
on my own (4x). What am I waiting for? Just out of reach. I’ll find a way. And I 
can make it on my own (4x)

V2 - There’s no escaping it now, but I will make it out somehow. And I will 
jump around. And I will scream and shout. And i will do it all and you can’t 
make me fall (2x).

B - Like what? You think that I am a fool, you’re walking ‘round these halls 
thinking that you’re so cool. Oh please you don’t even know me. You don’t 
know my friends. Why you saying bad things? Is this never gonna end? Why 
you gotta judge me? Why you even care? You have better things to do, why 
you even still here?just to be mean. You don't even know, yeahI got betrayed. 
So can you just go? NO!

V3 - I’m a lonely girl in this lonely world. Nobody to help me and nobody to 
care. But I can make it on my own (2x). I’m on my own…

3. Pop Rocks “Sugar Rush”
Manager: Nova Intern: Ash
C - Sugar makes you crazy. Sugar makes you do bad yoga. Sugar makes you go away. And 
pop rocks are the cure.

V1 - Once upon a time, not so long ago there was an old, old man named little Joe. He ate 
so much sugar on that bright summer day that he collapsed on the ground and went 
away.

Chorus Repeats

V1 - No one else knows what happened to little Joe on that bright summer day when he 
went away. But now all the doctors know to eat your pop rocks every day or so.

Chorus Repeats

4. Wings of Rock  “Heartbeat”
Manager: Nate Intern: Celia

V1 - The waves and the current crash down on our heads, as we swim through the water. 
We see the the octopus getting fed. We wonder why the water is so muddy today maybe 
we’re just swimming the wrong way.

C - From a starfish to an eel, from the angelfish to a seal. They all have lives like us, and 
we want them to live. Pollution is bad, so rocket ship to their home, and figure out what 
it is like to be a sea animal.

V2 - The sunlight zone has dolphins that swim around. The middle of the ocean is where 
the sharks swim. The twilight zone is where mysteries are born, and some of them look 
out of this world. 

Chorus Repeats


